We consider the minimum extension of the SM denominated 2HDM-III, in which,it new coupling constants to the new Higgs field in the Lagrangian of Yukawa are added furtheremore a Majorana mass in generated via See-Saw mechanism SSM-I thus, the effective masses of the Dirac and Majorana neutrinos will be sensitive to te VEV of Higgs doublets and to the structure of the Yukawa constants. Then we consider the MSS-III,in which a Z 2 symmetry is imposed to Lagrangian 2HDM-III to attach a doublet to the particles of the SM, and the other doublet to the triplet of fermions included in this mechanism. Finally, the MSS-I+III is simultaneously implemented in the M2DH-III. This is important because the additional heavy fermions in the adjoint representation of the weak isoespin group SU (2) allows them to interact with the gauge bosons, facilitating their production in the colliding experiments.
Introduction
Since massive neutrinos require physics beyond the standard model (SM) various models have been proposed with symmetries that rotate the particles and the Higgs fields by spontaneous symmetries breaking generating the masses for these fermions. One of these models with small extensions of SM correspond to the two Higgs doublets model (2HDM) [1, 2] . The presence of two Higgs doublets allows an explanation of the small mass of the neutrinos without reducing Yukawa couplings to extremely small values. The see-saw mechanism (SSM) [3] is the most accepted and important scenario to neutrino mass generation nowadays, it shows, first of all, that the massive states are Majorana particles. Secondly, it explains that the small mass of neutrinos when considering a violation of the leptonic number at high energies which is a condition that must be included for Majorana mass term. The explanation of this facts is that there are non-renormalizable terms that can generate very small neutrino masses. The SSM has a new scale of mass that could be associated with the scale of the theory of the great unification (GUT) for the right chirality while for the active neutrinos their mass term is inversely proportional to the mass of the heavy particle. Therefore, the neutrinos become very light.
Yukawa lagrangian in 2HDM
We propose the Lagrangian to induce the breaking of the symmetry SU (2) L ⊗ U (1) Y → U (1) Q and that is also responsible for the mass of the leptons and the quarks. For the leptonic part, the general lagrangian takes the next structure, , represents an extension of the Lagrangian, where we have assumed that N Rj = ν jR , which originates the mass term for the Dirac neutrinos, as follows.
Where i = 1, 2, 3 is the generation index. The left chirality of the leptons is represented by a
and the right chirality by means of a singlet, E Ri = e iR and Φ k are the two Higgs doublets, moreover three complex dimensionless matrices (in the flavor space) 3
are associated to each doublet. These matrices correspond to the coupling constants of Yukawa between the fermionic field and the two Higgs fields. The superindice 0 indicates that the fermion fields are not eigenstates of mass yet and the overlined signs show that constants of Yukawa and the Higgs doublets have been rotated. Finally, the extension of the Lagrangian to obtain Dirac's mass terms takes the form of,
3 See-Saw Mechanims SSM
SSM type I
It has been said that there are three generations for neutrinos. Then extending the term of DiracMajorana in the case that there are n-generations, there will be n-active fields ν α i L 2 and then we must include n-sterile fields ν sR . Thus, we will add a fermion singlet for each generation,
con M L , M R , M D are matrices of n × n and they will be complex one, with symmetrical M L , M R . For n-generations, the lagrangian that generates the mass term can be written as,
As M L , is prohibited by the symmetries of the SM, while M R , it is generated on a scale of symmetry rupture of the theory of the great unification GUT. The SSM type I leads to [3] 
Where M ν , is Majorana's effective mass matrix of the neutrino ν L ; M R is the Majorana mass matrix of the neutrino ν R , and M D is Dirac's mass matrix that connects ν R to ν L . this last one was generated via Yukawa couplings. As M R is an invariant parameter under SU (2) × U (1), there is no ligature onit. Lastly, as M D as M L , are originated only after the SSB.
SSM type III
We added an extra triplet of fermions under SU (2), for each generation to SM [4] , The part of the Lagrangian responsible for the mass of the leptons can be written as
where E R , L L , are the usual components of right and left chirality for leptons respectively and η Σ ij , η E ij are the 3 × 3 matrices of coupling constants of Yukawa. After the SSB, for the case of a generation and when analyzing only the part in which the mass term is generated, we have the following mass matrix for the neutrino,
By imposing the symmetry Z 2 , the neutrino mass depends only on one of the VEV v 2 , while in the case of the mass matrix for the charged leptons. Both doublets are coupled to give mass to the leptons of SM. The value of v 2 is determined by the mass scale of the neutrino and is independent of the mass scale of the other fermions. Therefore, the values of the neutrino mass can be small without reducing the value of the coupling constants of Yukawa. The SSM Type III leads to neutral leptons,
With
and for the charged leptons
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Since, (m DT ) kj (M Σ ) kj , at first order in the expansion
with
Singlet and Triplet of Majorana
The term of Yukawa for the leptonic sector before the spontaneous break of symmetry in the case of a generation will correspond to
After the SSB, the part of the Lagrangian involved in the mass of the neutrinos will be
the mass term for the neutral leptons L LN Y can be written for the case of 3 generations as follows
The mass matrix 9 × 9, due to the simultaneous existence of the singlet and the triplet of Majorana takes the form of:
Matrices of 6 × 3 and 6 × 6, respectively. It is evident that M νΣ is diagonal by blocks, it is important to highlight that the simultaneous introduction of the singlet and the triplet of Majorana is equivalent to the Weinberg operator in the static limit of these two fermions.
